The Information Technology Department’s money is for general technology upgrades across the City for network connectivity and reliability of systems that effect all other City departments. As the other departments move forward with their projects, we are also playing a supporting role.
Department Summaries

Operational

- We were approved to fill five vacancies and all five have been filled to date.
- We upgraded our financial and human resources system. This is important due to end of support on the current platform. All of the City departments use this system for payroll and procurement.
- Equipment has been purchased for the creation of a mobile lab. Contract is being reviewed for assistance to configure it.
Department Summaries

Operational

- Staff has been to Lawson Conference and received training on new portions of the system.
- City’s main firewalls and the one at LRPD Special Investigation Division was replaced.
We purchased two sets of computers and updated software to replace the Windows 2000 PCs across several departments. We will continue this process until all the computers that no longer meet network requirements are replaced. Total $45,105.93

The second group is currently being deployed.
The fiber ring is operational and staff is testing before moving to production.